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Marine Corps Shipbuilding Requirements

- **Warfighting.** Attain a minimum 33 ships (11/11/11) to generate 30 Ao for 2.0 MEB AE, plus one MPF(F) MEB to support forward presence, power projection, and execute JFEO in support of "How We Fight."

- **Incremental LPD-17.** Designate LPD-17 hull form for LSD replacement.

- **LH(X) Right.** Truncate the LHA(R) no well deck big deck at two ships and assess big deck surface interface requirements to get LH(X) right.

- **1.0 MPF(F) MEB.** Attain full MPF(F) squadron capabilities and ship mix to enable 1.0 MEB vertical and surface reinforcement for MEF-level fight from the seabase.

- **NSFS.** Carefully execute and monitor Analysis of Alternatives and assess all hull forms to meet NSFS requirements.